21th Oct 2021

Attendees

Agenda

● TAF Status - All passing
  ○ Passing: 542 Functional, 36 Integration, 10 Performance

● Support object data type in both Set and Get command
  ○ Discussion at https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/issues/3754
  ○ Tony to comment on the tickets with further points that are not covered. Cloud and Lenny to respond. Look to make agreement in Device Services WG call on monday
  ○ Input and collaboration with RFID developers

● [Metadata] Review allowable edit operations for devices
  ○ Discussion at https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-ui-go/issues/452
  ○ The UI calls onto existing PATCH operation to update the device state. No reason to prevent that since the API exists.
  ○ But do need better clarity of intended behaviour here. Device Service Group?
EdgeX Foundry Core Working Group (plus QA/Test, System Management and UI)

- Tony: Core Metadata does not check its dependencies e.g. support notifications. An old closed issue. Tony to create new ticket to describe this.
- James on vacation next week. No Core WG meeting?
  - Lenny and/or Jim to run the meeting next week. Code Freeze week so likely to be subjects to cover

### Ticket Status

- **Core WG** [Project Board](#)
  - **go-mod-core-contracts**
    - **New issues**
      - [#667](#) Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target
      - [#677](#) Add API to allow Get Command to pass parameters
    - **Fixed issues**
      - [#671](#) [V2] New notification API route and update TransmissionClient
      - [#673](#) [V2] Miss reading id mapping during conversion
      - [#669](#) [V2] Add total_count field into Multi instance response DTO
      - [#675](#) Add Client API to Support object value type in Set Command
      - [#678](#) [V2] Add new core-data reading API route and update ReadingClient
  - **go-mod-bootstrap**
    - **New issues**
      - [#280](#) Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target
    - **Fixed issues**
      - [#281](#) Enable CORS access to EdgeX microservices
  - **go-mod-configuration**
    - **New issues**
      - [#52](#) Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target
    - **Fixed issues**
      - [#86](#) Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target
  - **go-mod-registry**
    - **New issues**
      - [#89](#) Update the mock registry client
    - **Fixed issues**
      - [#3641](#) Update lastConnected should not trigger the DS callback
      - [#3752](#) Device commands not limited to getter/setter methods only
      - [#3757](#) Enable CORS access to EdgeX microservices
      - [#3693](#) New API to search Reading by multiple ResourceNames
      - [#3753](#) Support object value type in Set Command
      - [#3754](#) Allow Get Command to pass parameters in the payload
  - **edgex-go**
    - **New issues**
      - [#3692](#) Add Get Transmission by Notification id API
      - [#3691](#) Add totalCount field to the multiple object search API
EdgeX Foundry Core Working Group
(plus QA/Test, System Management and UI)

- #3756 Missing tokens for app-service and device-camera (Snap)
- #3760 API calls produce duplicated Content-Type in the header
- #3601 [Metadata] Add notification after updating device entity
- #3719 Correct the core-metadata Device API example
- #3716 Core Command crash when sending command to Device Camera, and camera is offline

  o edgex-compose
    - New issues
      - #193 Pin 3rd party service versions in prep for release
    - Fixed issues
      - #190 Expose Consul UI on the host in secure mode

  o edgex-taf
    - New issues
      - #528 Test to verify Core-Command when device is unreachable
      - #529 Test to verify the totalCount field in each multiple object query
    - Fixed issues
      - #514 Add App Services integration tests for External MQTT Trigger
      - #531 Add waiting time after deploying device virtual
      - #530 Update app-service trigger response content to support new object value type in Reading